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Abstract.  Classical molecular dynamics (MD) with the adaptive intermolecular reactive bond
order (AIREBO) potential is used to examine the effect of 5-8-5 defects (divacancies associated
with “pe]tago]-octago]-pe]tago]” co]figuratio]s of carbo] atoms" o] te]sile stre]gth of graphe]e
sheets containing such defects. These computer simulations have shown multistage character
of fracture processes occurring in graphene sheets containing 5-8-5 defects. In particular, the
final stage of fracture is realized through formation of carbon monatomic chains that join sepa-
rate parts of graphene sheets under mechanical load. Also, it is revealed that the tensile strength
significantly degrades (by tens of percent) due to the presence of 5-8-5 defects in graphene.

1. INTRODUCTION

Graphene exhibits superior tensile strength which
is important for a wide range of applications; see,
e.g., [1-3]. For instance, following the experimental
data [1], pristine graphene is characterized by ex-
traordinarily high tensile strength of around 130 GPa.
Real graphene sheets/membranes typically contain
structural defects strongly influencing their strength
and functional properties; see, e.g., reviews [3-6].
So, following experimental data, computer simula-
tions and theoretical examinations, tensile strength
of graphene sheets significantly degrades due to
the prese]ce of grai] bou]daries [3,5,7–14]% Also,
Stone-Wales defects and vacancies in graphene can
decrease its strength; see molecular dynamics
simulations [15-17]. At the same time, along with
grain boundaries, Stone-Wales defects and vacan-
cies, 5-8-5 defects (divacancies associated with
“pe]tago]-octago]-pe]tago]” co]figuratio]s of car-
bon atoms) can be present in graphene sheets due

to irradiation (and other factors) and influence their
properties [4,18-23]. In particular, 5-8-5 defects were
experimentally observed by transmission electron
microscopy in graphene membranes [18,19]. Gen-
erally speaking, these defects are capable of
strongly affecting both strength and thus lifetime of
graphene specimens under mechanical load. In this
context, there is large interest in both description of
fracture processes in graphene containing 5-8-5
defects and examination of its strength character-
istics. The main aims of this paper are to perform
computer simulations of the fracture behavior ex-
hibited by graphene containing 5-8-5 defects and
reveal their effects on tensile strength of free-stand-
ing graphene sheets.

2. SIMULATION METHOD

In description of mechanical loaded sheets of pris-
tine graphene and graphene containing 5-8-5 de-
fects (divaca]cies associated with “pe]tago]-octa-
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go]-pe]tago]”configurations of carbon atoms), we
exploited the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Mas-
sively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) MD simulation
package. In order to specify interatomic bonds, we
used the AIREBO potential [24] which is conven-
tionally exploited in computer models of graphene
structures. The AIREBO potential is given as fol-
lows [24]:
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Here EREBO is the functional form of the Brenner
potential for hydrocarbon and carbon systems; ELJ

is the slightly modified Lennard-Jones potential, and
ETORSION denotes the torsional interaction potential
dependent on dihedral angles that specify inter-
atomic interactions in hydrocarbon and carbon sys-
tems [20].

In our simulations with the AIREBO potential,
the cut-off radius specifying short-range covalent
interactions (described by EREBO in formula (1)) is
chose] as 2%0 Å]gstroms%This value of the cut-off
radius is taken, because of its good correspondence
to characteristics of real graphene [12].

In order to describe the fracture behavior of
graphene sheets, the simulation cells are used with
periodic boundary conditions along x and y direc-
tions (in the Cartesian coordinate system shown in
Fig. 1) The sizes of the simulation cells are chosen
as 24.5 nm and 25.5 nm (Fig. 1). The distance be-
tween carbon atoms in graphene in its initial (pre-
deformatio]" state is take] as 1%42 Å]gstroms; see
review [3] and references therein. In the situation
under discussion, the simulation cell contains 240

Fig. 1. (Color online) Pristine graphene. The simulation cell with carbon atoms (blue balls) arranged in ideal
hexagonal lattice of graphene is shown. The armchair and zigzag directions are oriented along x and y axes
of Cartesian coordinate system.

atoms arranged in 10x12 hexagonal carbon rings
(Fig. 1). As it has been demonstrated in Ref. [25],
such sizes of the simulation cell are large enough
for effective approximate description of the fracture
behavior exhibited by graphene. The graphene sheet
thick]ess is take] as 3 Å]gstroms%

Before the computer simulation of tensile defor-
mation of graphene, preprocessing was performed
to involve NPT simulation (dynamics with constant
pressure and constant temperature) during 100 pi-
coseconds at a certain temperature and zero pres-
sure at boundaries of the simulation cell. Then the
tensile strain was applied in the y direction (in the
Cartesian coordinate system shown in Fig. 1a) with
a strain rate of 0.05% per picosecond.

3. TENSILE STRENGTH OF PRISTINE
GRAPHENE AT ROOM
TEMPERATURE

   Pristine graphene has a hexagonal crystal lattice
with carbon atoms located at lattice nodes (Fig. 1).
In this section, we consider fracture processes in
pristine graphene under uniaxial tensile load at room
temperature (300K). Although computer simulations
of the fracture behavior exhibited by pristine
graphane under tensile load have been performed
earlier (see, e.g., Refs. [25-27]), here we examine
pristi]e graphe]e as a “refere]ce system” for our
further simulations of the fracture behavior of
graphene sheets containing 5-8-5 defects (see Sec-
tion 4). In particular, it is needed for arranging the
same simulation procedure for both pristine graphene
and graphene containing 5-8-5 defects.
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Evolution of pristine graphene under tensile load along the armchair direction of
graphene hexagonal lattice (for a detailed description, see the main text).

Fig. 3. "Strain-stress" dependences that characterize deformation and fracture processes in pristine graphene
deformed along (a) armchair and (b) zigzag crystallographic directions.

In Fig. 2, we present results of our simulations
focused on tensile load of pristine graphene along
the armchair direction of its hexagonal lattice. As it
follows from Fig. 2b, fracture processes are initi-
ated simultaneously in several areas of a pristine
graphene sheet. Hexagons of the graphene crystal
lattice break in these areas. Also, some carbon at-
oms are removed from the simulation cell during
the fracture processes under discussion. In addi-
tion, after separation of a sheet into two parts in the
simulation cell, several carbon monatomic chains
are formed which join these parts. A similar multi-
stage fracture occurs in the case (which is not illus-
trated here in simulation figures) of tensile load of
pristine graphene along the zigzag direction of its
hexagonal lattice.

Figs% 3a a]d 3b prese]t “strai]-stress” depe]-
dences that characterize deformation and fracture
processes in pristine graphene deformed along the

armchair and zigzag crystallographic directions,
respectively% These “strai]-stress” depe]de]ces
contain several bursts that reflect the multistage
character of the fracture processes. Values of the
ultimate tensile strength of a pristine graphene sheet
deformed along the armchair and zigzag crystallo-
graphic directions are 

pr-armchair 
= 100 GPa and


pr-zigzag

 = 131 GPa, respectively. The second value
is well consistent with the experimentally docu-
mented [1] value of 130 GPa for graphene.

4. TENSILE STRENGTH OF
GRAPHENE SHEETS CONTAINING
5-8-5 DEFECTS AT ROOM
TEMPERATURE

Let us present results of computer simulations fo-
cused on fracture processes occurring in graphene
sheets containing 5-8-5 defects. A typical example
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of such a defect located in center of the simulation
cell is shown in Fig. 4. Following our simulations,
evolution of a mechanically loaded graphene sheet
co]tai]i]g the 5-8-5 defect (with “pe]tago]-hepta-
go]-pe]tago]” co]figuratio] bei]g arra]ged alo]g
the armchair direction) is presented in Fig. 5. When
the tensile load is applied to the graphene sheet,
structural defects carryi]g fracture – ]a]oscale voids
– are ge]erated i] the sheet, first of all, i] the vici]-
ity of the 5-8-5 defect (Fig. 5b). With increase in
strain degree, nanoscale voids grow and converge,
and new nanoscale voids are generated in the sheet
(Figs. 5 c and 5d). Then the sheet in the simulation
cell breaks into two parts which are joined by a car-
bon monatomic chain (Fig. 5e). With further increase
in strain degree, the length of the monatomic chain
significantly grows (Fig. 5f). Finally, the chain breaks,
and fracture of the graphene sheet becomes com-
plete.

Fig. 4. (Color online) Graphene contains a 5-8-5
defect. The simulation cell with graphene contain-
i]g a 5-8-5 defect (divaca]cy associated with “pe]-
tago]-octago]-pe]tago]” co]figuratio] of carbo]
atoms" i] its ce]ter is show]% “Pe]tago]-heptago]-
pe]tago]” co]figuratio] is arra]ged alo]g the arm-
chair direction.

Fig. 5. (Color online) Evolution of graphene sheet with 5-8-5 defect under tensile load along the armchair
direction of graphene hexagonal lattice (for a detailed description, see the main text).
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Fig. 6. “Strai]-stress” depe]de]ces that characterize deformatio] a]d fracture processes i] graphe]e with
5-8-5 defect during tensile deformation along (a) armchair and (b) zigzag crystallographic directions.

Figs% 6a a]d 6b prese]t “strai]-stress” depe]-
dences that characterize deformation and fracture
processes in graphene sheets that contain 5-8-5
defects and are deformed along the armchair and
zigzag crystallographic directions, respectively. As
with the case of pristine graphene (Fig. 3), these
“strai]-stress” depe]de]ces co]tai] several bursts
that reflect the multistage character of the fracture
processes in graphene sheets with 5-8-5 defects.
Values of the ultimate tensile strength of a graphene
sheet with a 5-8-5 defect during its deformation along
the armchair and zigzag crystallographic directions
are 

def-armchair 
= 69 GPa and 

def-zigzag
 = 92 GPa, re-

spectively. These values are significantly lower (by
tens of percent), as compared to the corresponding
strength values (

pr-armchair 
= 100 GPa and 

pr-zigzag
 =

131 GPa) that specify pristine graphene.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we performed MD simulations (with
the AIREBO potential) of fracture processes occur-
ri]g i] pristi]e graphe]e (servi]g as a “refere]ce
system”" a]d graphe]e sheets co]tai]i]g 5-8-5
defects. Such defects represent divacancies asso-
ciated with “pe]tago]-octago]-pe]tago]” co]figura-
tions of carbon atoms in hexagonal crystal lattice
of graphene (Fig. 3).  The focuses of our research
were placed on description of both the specific fea-
tures inherent to fracture of graphene sheets con-
taining 5-8-5 defects and the effect of these defects
on tensile strength of graphene.

The MD simulations have shown multistage char-
acter of fracture processes occurring in pristine
graphene and graphene sheets containing 5-8-5
defects (see Figs. 2 and 5, respectively). In particu-
lar, the final stage of fracture of graphene sheets
containing 5-8-5 defects is realized through forma-

tion of carbon monatomic chains that join separate
parts of the sheets under mechanical load (Figs. 5e
and 5f).

Also, with the MD simulatio]s, “strai]-stress”
dependencies are calculated (Figs. 6 a and 6b)
which characterize fracture processes in graphene
sheets that contain 5-8-5 defects and are deformed
along the armchair and zigzag crystallographic di-
rections, respectively. As with the case of pristine
graphe]e (Fig% 3", these “strai]-stress” depe]de]-
cies contain several bursts that reflect the multi-
stage character of the fracture processes in
graphene sheets with 5-8-5 defects. Values of the
ultimate tensile strength of a graphene sheet with a
5-8-5 defect during its deformation along the arm-
chair and zigzag crystallographic directions are 

def-

armchair 
= 69 GPa and 

def-zigzag
 = 92 GPa, respec-

tively. These values are significantly lower (by tens
per cent), as compared to the corresponding strength
values (

pr-armchair 
= 100 GPa and 

pr-zigzag
 = 131 GPa)

that specify pristine graphene. Thus, results of our
simulations allow one to conclude that the pres-
ence of 5-8-5 defects in graphene sheets leads to a
dramatic degradation of tensile strength character-
izing these sheets, as compared to tensile strength
of their pristine counterparts.
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